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Abstra t
The

on ept of the limiting step is extended to the asymptotology of multis ale rea tion networks. Complete theory

for linear networks with well separated rea tion rate

onstants is developed. We present algorithms for expli it

approximations of eigenvalues and eigenve tors of kineti

matrix. A

ura y of estimates is proven. Performan e of

the algorithms is demonstrated on simple examples. Appli ation of algorithms to nonlinear systems is dis ussed.
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1. Introdu tion

Most of mathemati al models that really work
are simpli ations of the basi theoreti al models
and use in the ba kgrounds an assumption that
some terms are big, and some other terms are small
enough to negle t or almost negle t them. The loser
onsideration shows that su h a simple separation
on \small" and \big" terms should be used with
pre autions, and spe ial ulture was developed. The
name \asymptotology" for this dire tion of s ien e
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was proposed by Kruskal (1963), but fundamental
resear h in this dire tion are mu h older, and many
fundamental approa hes were developed by I. Newton (Newton polyhedron, and many other things).
Following Kruskal (1963), asymptotology is \the
art of des ribing the behavior of a spe i ed solution
(or family of solutions) of a system in a limiting ase.
... The art of asymptotology lies partly in hoosing
fruitful limiting ases to examine ... The s ienti element in asymptotology resides in the nonarbitrariness of the asymptoti behavior and of its des ription, on e the limiting ase has been de ided upon."
Asymptoti behavior of rational fun tions of several positive variables ki > 0 gives us a toy-example.
Let
R(k1 ; : : : kn ) = P (k1 ; : : : kn )=Q(k1 ; : : : kn )

be su h a fun tion and P; Q be polynomials. To derive fruitful limiting ases we onsider logarithmi
straight lines ln ki = i  and study asymptoti al behavior of R for  ! 1. In this asymptoti s, for almost every ve tor (i ) (outside several hyperplanes)
there
exists su h a dominant monomial R1 (k) =
Q
A i ki i that R = R1 + o(R1 ). The fun tion that
asso iates a monomial with ve tor (i ) is pie ewise
onstant: it is onstant inside some polyhedral ones.
Impli it fun tions given by equations whi h depend on parameters provide plenty of more interesting examples, espe ially in the ase when the
impli it fun tion theorem is not appli able. Some
analyti al examples are presented by Andrianov &
Manevit h (2002) and White (2006). Introdu tion
of algebrai ba kgrounds and spe ial software is provided by Greuel & P ster (2002).
For a diÆ ult problem, analysis of eigenvalues
and eigenve tors of non-symmetri matri es, Vishik
& Ljusternik (1960) studied asymptoti behavior of
spe tra and spe tral proje tors along the logarithmi straight lines in the spa e of matri es. This analysis was ontinued by Lidskii (1965).
We study networks of linear rea tions. For a linear
system with rea tion rate onstants ki all the dynami al information is ontained in eigenvalues and
eigenve tors of the kineti matrix or, more pre isely,
in its transformation to the Jordan normal form. It is
omputationally expensive task to nd this transformation for a non-symmetri matrix whi h is usually
sti (Golub & Van Loan (1996)). Moreover, the answer ould be very sensitive to the errors in onstants
ki . Nevertheless, it appears that sti ness an help
us to nd a robust approximation, and in the limit
when all onstants are very di erent (well-separated
onstants) the asymptoti al behavior of eigenvalues
and eigenve tors follow simple expli it expressions.
Analysis of this asymptoti s is our main goal.
In our approa h, we study asymptoti behavior
of eigenvalues and eigenve tors of kineti matri es
along logarithmi straight lines, ln ki = i  in the
spa e of onstants. We signi antly use the graph
representation of hemi al rea tion networks and
demonstrate, that for almost every ve tor (i ) there
exists a simple rea tion network whi h des ribes
the dominant term of this asymptoti . Following
the asymptotology terminology (White (2006)), we
all this simple network the dominant system. For
these dominant system there are expli it formulas
for eigenvalues and eigenve tors. The topology of
dominant systems is rather simple: they are a y li
networks without bran hing. This allows us to on-

stru t the expli it asymptoti s of eigenve tors and
eigenvalues. All algorithms are represented topologi ally by transformation of the graph of rea tion (labeled by rea tion rate onstants). The rea tion rate
onstants for dominant systems may not oin ide
with onstant of original network. In general, they
are monomials of the original onstants.
This result fully supports the observation by
Kruskal (1963): \And the answer quite generally
has the form of a new system (well posed problem) for the solution to satisfy, although this is
sometimes obs ured be ause the new system is so
easily solved that one is led dire tly to the solution
without noti ing the intermediate step."
The dominant systems an be used for dire t omputation of steady states and relaxation dynami s,
espe ially when kineti information is in omplete,
for design of experiments and mining of experimental data, and ould serve as a robust rst approximation in perturbation theory or for pre onditioning. They an be used to answer an important question: given a network model, whi h are its riti al
parameters? Many of the parameters of the initial
model are no longer present in the dominant system: these parameters are non- riti al. Parameters
of dominant subsystems indi ate putative targets to
hange the behavior of the large network.
Most of rea tion networks are nonlinear, it is
nevertheless useful to have an eÆ ient algorithm for
solving linear problems. First, nonlinear systems
often in lude linear subsystems, ontaining rea tions that are (pseudo)monomole ular with respe t
to spe ies internal to the subsystem (at most one
internal spe ies is rea tant and at most one is produ t). Se ond, for binary rea tions A + B ! :::, if
on entrations of spe ies A and B ( A ; B ) are well
separated, say A  B then we an onsider this
rea tion as B ! ::: with rate onstant proportional
to A whi h is pra ti ally onstant, be ause its relative hanges are small in omparison to relative
hanges of B . We an assume that this ondition
is satis ed for all but a small fra tion of genuinely
nonlinear rea tions (the set of nonlinear rea tions
hanges in time but remains small). Under su h
an assumption, nonlinear behavior an be approximated as a sequen e of su h systems, followed one
ea h other in a sequen e of \phase transitions". In
these transitions, the order relation between some of
spe ies on entrations hanges. Some appli ations
of this approa h to systems biology are presented by
Radules u, Gorban, Zinovyev & Lilienbaum (2008).
The idea of ontrollable linearization \by ex ess" of
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some reagents is in the ba kground of the eÆ ient
experimental te hnique of Temporal Analysis of
Produ ts (TAP), whi h allows to de ipher detailed
me hanisms of atalyti rea tions (Yablonsky, Olea,
& Marin (2003)).
In hemi al kineti s various fundamental ideas
about asymptoti al analysis were developed
(Klonowski (1983)): quasieqiulibrium asymptoti
(QE), quasi steady-state asymptoti (QSS), lumping, and the idea of limiting step.
Most of the works on nonequilibrium thermodynami s deal with the QE approximations and orre tions to them, or with appli ations of these approximations (with or without orre tions). There are
two basi formulation of the QE approximation: the
thermodynami approa h, based on entropy maximum, or the kineti formulation, based on sele tion of fast reversible rea tions. The very rst use of
the entropy maximization dates ba k to the lassi al
work of Gibbs (1902), but it was rst laimed for a
prin iple of informational statisti al thermodynami s by Jaynes (1963). A very general dis ussion of
the maximum entropy prin iple with appli ations to
dissipative kineti s is given in the review by Balian,
Alhassid & Reinhardt (1986). Corre tions of QE approximation with appli ations to physi al and hemi al kineti s were developed by Gorban, Karlin, Ilg,

& Ottinger
(2001); Gorban & Karlin (2005).
QSS was proposed by Bodenstein (1913) and was
elaborated into an important tool for analysis of
hemi al rea tion me hanism and kineti s (Semenov
(1939); Christiansen (1953); Hel eri h (1989)). The
lassi al QSS is based on the relative smallness of
on entrations of some of \a tive" reagents (radials, substrate-enzyme omplexes or a tive omponents on the atalyst surfa e) (Aris (1965); Segel &
Slemrod (1989)).
Lumping analysis aims to ombine reagents into
\quasi omponents" for dimension redu tion (Wei &
Kuo (1969); Kuo & Wei (1969); Li & Rabitz (1989);
Toth, Li, Rabitz, & Tomlin (1997).
The on ept of limiting step gives the limit simpliation: the whole network behaves as a single step.
This is the most popular approa h for model simpliation in hemi al kineti s and in many areas beyond kineti s. In the form of a bottlene k approa h
this approximation is very popular from traÆ management to omputer programming and ommuniation networks. The proposed asymptoti analysis
an be onsidered as a wide extension of the lassi al
idea of limiting step (Gorban & Radules u (2008)).
The stru ture of the paper is as follows. In Se . 2

we introdu e basi notions and notations. We onsider thermodynami restri tions on the rea tion
rate onstants and demonstrate how appear systems
with arbitrary onstants (as subsystems of more detailed models). For linear networks, the main theorems whi h onne t ergodi properties with topology of network, are reminded. Four basi ideas of
model redu tion in hemi al kineti s are des ribed:
QE, QSS, lumping analysis and limiting steps.
In Se . 3, we introdu e the dominant system for a
simple irreversible atalyti y le with limiting step.
This is just a hain of rea tions whi h appears after
deletion the limiting step from the y le. Even for
su h simple examples several new observation are
presented:
{ The relaxation time for a y le with limiting step
is inverse se ond rea tion rate onstant;
{ For hains of rea tions with well separated rate
onstants left eigenve tors have oordinates lose
to 0 or 1, and right eigenve tors have oordinates
lose to 0 or 1.
For general rea tion networks instead of linear
hains appear general a y li non-bran hing networks. For them we also provide expli it formulas
for eigenve tors and their 0, 1 asymptoti s for
well-separated onstants (Se . 4). In (Se . 5) the
main algorithm is presented. Se . 6 is devoted to a
simple demonstration of the algorithm appli ation.
In Se . 7, we brie y dis uss further orre tions to
dominant systems. The estimates of a ura y are
given in Appendix.
2. Main Asymptoti

Ideas in Chemi al

Kineti s

2.1. Chemi al Rea tion Networks
To de ne a hemi al rea tion network, we have to
introdu e:
{ a list of omponents (spe ies);
{ a list of elementary rea tions;
{ a kineti law of elementary rea tions.
The list of omponents is just a list of symbols (labels) A1 ; :::An . Ea h elementary rea tion is represented by its stoi hiometri equation
X

i

si Ai

!

X

si

si Ai ;

(1)

where s enumerates the elementary rea tion, and
the non-negative integers si , si are the stoi hiometri oeÆ ients. A stoi hiomentri ve tor s with
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oordinates si = si
si is asso iated with ea h
elementary rea tion.
For analysis of losed hemi al systems with detailed balan e it is usual pra ti e to group rea tions
in pairs, dire t and inverse rea tions together, but
in more general settings this is not onvenient.
A non-negative real extensive variable Ni  0,
amount of Ai , is asso iated with ea h omponent Ai .
It measures \the number of parti les of that spe ies"
(in parti les, or in moles). The on entration of Ai
is an intensive variable: i = Ni =V , where V is volume. It is ne essary to stress, that in many pra ti ally important ases the extensive variable V is
neither onstant, nor the same for all omponents
Ai . For more details see, for example the book of
Yablonskii, Bykov, Gorban, & Elokhin (1991). For
simpli ity, we will onsider systems with one onstant volume and under onstant temperature, but
it is ne essary always keep in mind the possibility
to return to general equations. For that onditions,
the kineti equations have the following form
X
d
=
ws ( ; T ) s + ;
(2)
dt
s

Bokor, & Szederkenyi (2004). In general rea tion
network oeÆ ients ks (3) or 's (4) are not independent. In order to respe t the se ond law of thermodynami s, they should satisfy some equations
and inequalities. The most famous suÆ ient ondition gives the prin iple of detailed balan e. Let us
group the elementary rea tions in pairs, dire t and
inverse rea tions, and mark the variables for dire t
rea tions by supers ript +, and for inverse rea tions by . Then the prin iple of detailed balan e
for general kineti s (4) reads:
'+s = 's
(5)
(Feinberg (1972)). For the isothermal mass a tion
law the prin iple of detailed balan e an be formulated as follows: there exists a stri tly positive point
 of detailed balan e, at this point
ws+ (  ) = ws (  )
(6)
for all s. This is, essentially, the same prin iple: if we
substitute in the general rea tion rate (4) the fra tion i =RT by ln( i = i ), then we will get the mass
a tion law, and '+s = 's . The prin iple of detailed
balan e is losely related to the mi roreversibility
and Onsager relations.
More general ondition was invented by Stue kelberg (1952) for the Boltzmann equation. He produ ed them from the S -matrix unitarity (the quantum omplete probability formula). For the general
law (4) without dire t-inverse rea tions grouping for
any state the following identity holds:

where  is the ve tor of external uxes normalized
to unit volume. It may be useful to represent external uxes as elementary rea tions by introdu tion of
new omponent ? together with in oming and outgoing rea tions ? ! Ai and Ai ! ?.
The most popular kineti law of elementary rea tions is the mass a tion law for perfe t systems:

ws ( ; T ) = ks (T )

Y

i

si

;

!

1 X

's exp
RT i si i
s
!
X
1 X
 's exp RT
si i :
s
i

X

(3)

where \kineti onstant" ks (T ) depends on temperature T . More general kineti law, whi h an be used
for most of non-ideal (non-perfe t) systems is
!

(7)

Even more general ondition whi h guarantees the
se ond law and has lear mi ros opi sense (the omplete probability does not in rease) was obtained by
Gorban (1984): for any state

1 X
ws ( ; T ) = 's exp
 ;
(4)
RT i si i
where R is the universal gas onstant, i is the hemN;T;V ) = G(N;T;P ) , F is the
i al potential, i = F (N
Ni
i
Helmgoltz free energy, G is the Gibbs energy (free
enthalpy), P is pressure and 's > 0 is an intensive
variable, kineti fa tor, whi h an depend on any set
of intensive variables, rst of all, on T .
Chemi al thermodynami s (Prigogine & Defay
(1954)) provides tools of hoi e for stability analysis of rea tion networks (Pro a ia & Ross (1977))
and hemi al rea tors (Aris (1965)). The laws of
thermodynami s have been used for analyzing of
stru tural stability of pro ess systems by Hangos,

!

1 X
's exp

RT i si i
s
!
X
1 X
 's exp RT
si i :
s
i

X

(8)

To obtain formulas for the isothermal mass a tion
law, it is suÆ ient just to apply the general law (4)
withP onstant 's to the perfe t free energy F =
RT i i (ln i + i0 ) with onstant i0 . More detailed analysis was presented, by Gorban (1984).
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In any ase, rea tion onstants are dependent,
and this dependen e guarantees stability of equilibrium and existen e of global thermodynami Lyapunov fun tions for losed systems (2) with  =
0. Nevertheless, we often study equations for su h
systems with os illations, bifur ations, haos, and
other e e ts, whi h are impossible in systems with
global Lyapunov fun tion. Usually this means that
we study a subsystem of a large system, where some
of on entrations do not hange be ause they are
stabilized by external uxes or by a large external
reservoir. These onstant (or very slow) on entrations are in luded into new rea tion onstants, and
after this rede nition they an loose any thermodynami property.

nite Markov hains in ontinuous time (Meyn &
Tweedie (2009); Meyn (2007)).
A linear onservation law is a linear
fun tion deP
ned on the on entrations b( ) = i bi i , whose
value is preserved by the dynami s (9). The onservation laws oeÆ ient ve tors bi are left eigenve tors
of the matrix K orresponding to the zero eigenvalue. The set of all the onservation laws forms the
left kernel of the matrix K . EquationP(9) always has
a linear onservation law: b0 ( ) = i i = onst.
If there is no other independent linear onservation
law, then the system is weakly ergodi .
A set E is positively invariant with respe t to kineti equations (9), if any solution (t) that starts
in E at time t0 ( (t0 ) 2 E ) belongs to E for t > t0
( (t) 2 E if t > t0 ). It is straightforward to
he k
P
that the standard simplex  = f j i  0; i i =
1g is positively invariant set for kineti equation (9):
just to he k that if i = 0 for some i, and all j  0
then _i  0. This simple fa t immediately implies
the following properties of K :
{ All eigenvalues  of K have non-positive real
parts, Re  0, be ause solutions annot leave 
in positive time;
{ If Re = 0 then  = 0, be ause interse tion of
 with any plane is a polygon, and a polygon
annot be invariant with respe t to rotations to
suÆ iently small angles;
{ The Jordan ell of K that orresponds to zero
eigenvalue is diagonal { be ause all solutions
should be bounded in  for positive time.
{ The shift in time operator exp(Kt) is a ontra tion in the l1 norm for t > 0.
{ For weakly ergodi systems there exists su h a
monotoni ally de reasing fun tion Æ(t) (t > 0, 0 <
Æ(t) < 1, Æ(t) ! 0 when t ! 1) that for any two
solutions of (9) (t); 0 (t) 2 
X
X
j i (t) 0 (t)j  Æ(t) j i (0) 0 (0)j : (10)

2.2. Linear Networks and Ergodi ity
In this Se ., we onsider a general network of
linear rea tions. This network is represented as a
dire ted graph (digraph) (Temkin, Zeigarnik, &
Bon hev (1996)): verti es orrespond to omponents Ai , edges orrespond to rea tions Ai ! Aj
with kineti onstants kji > 0. For ea h vertex, Ai ,
a positive real variable i ( on entration) is de ned.
A basis ve tor ei orresponds to Ai with omponents eij = Æij , where Æij is the Krone ker delta.
The kineti equation for the system is
di X
= (kij j
dt
j

kji i );

(9)

or in ve tor form: _ = K . We don't assume any speial relation between onstants, and onsider them
as independent quantities. The thermodynami restri tions on onstants are not appli able here beause, in general, we study pseudomonomole ular
systems whi h are subsystems of larger nonlinear
systems and don't represent by themselves losed
monomole ular systems.
For any network of linear rea tions the matrix of
kineti oeÆ ients K has the following properties:
{ non-diagonal elements of K are non-negative;
{ diagonal elements of K are non-positive;
{ elements in ea h olumn of K have zero sum.
For any K with these properties there exists a network of linear rea tions with kineti equation _ =
K . This family of matri es oin ide with the family
of generators of nite Markov hains, and this lass
of kineti equations oin ide with the lass of inverse
Kolmogorov's equations or master equations for the

i

i

i

i

The ergodi ity oeÆ ient Æ(t) was introdu ed by
Dobrushin (1956) (see also a book by Seneta (1981)).
It an be estimated using the stru ture of the network graph (Gorban, Bykov & Yablonskii (1986);
Meyn (2007)).
Two verti es are alled adja ent if they share a
ommon edge. A path is a sequen e of adja ent verti es. A graph is onne ted if any two of its verti es
are linked by a path. A maximal onne ted subgraph of graph G is alled a onne ted omponent of
G. Every graph an be de omposed into onne ted
omponents.
5

A dire ted path is a sequen e of adja ent edges
where ea h step goes in dire tion of an edge. A vertex A is rea hable from a vertex B , if there exists a
dire ted path from B to A.
A nonempty set V of graph verti es forms a sink, if
there are no dire ted edges from Ai 2 V to any Aj 2=
V . For example, in the rea tion graph A1 A2 !
A3 the one-vertex sets fA1 g and fA3 g are sinks.
A sink is minimal if it does not ontain a stri tly
smaller sink. In the previous example, fA1 g, fA3 g
are minimal sinks. Minimal sinks are also alled ergodi omponents.
A digraph is strongly onne ted, if every vertex A
is rea hable from any other vertex B . Ergodi omponents are maximal strongly onne ted subgraphs
of the graph, but inverse is not true: there may exist maximal strongly onne ted subgraphs that have
outgoing edges and, therefore, are not sinks.
The weak ergodi ity of the network follows from
its topologi al properties.
Theorem 1. The following properties are equivalent (and ea h one of them an be used as an alternative de nition of weak ergodi ity):
(i) There exist the only independent linear onservationPlaw for kineti equations (9) (this is
b0 ( ) = i i = onst).
(ii) For any normalized initial state (0) (b0 ( ) =
1) there exists a limit state
 = lim exp(Kt) (0)
t!1

tion laws (i.e. the geometri multipli ity of the zero
eigenvalue of the matrix K ) is equal to the maximal
number of disjoint ergodi omponents (minimal
sinks).
2.3. Quasi-equilibrium (QE) or Fast Equilibrium
Quasi-equilibrium approximation uses the assumption that a group of rea tions is mu h faster
than other and goes fast to its equilibrium. We use
below supers ripts `f ' and `s ' to distinguish fast and
slow rea tions. A small parameter appears in the
following form
X
d
1 X f
=
ws ( ; T ) s +
w ( ; T ) &f ; (11)
dt ; slow
" &; fast &
To separate variables, we have to study the spa es
of linear onservation law of the initial system (11)
and of the fast subsystem
1 X f
d
=
w ( ; T ) &f
dt " &; fast &
If they oin ide, then the fast subsystem just dominates, and there is no fast-slow separation for
variables (all variables are either fast, or onstant).
But if there exist additional linearly independent
linear onservation laws for the fast system, then
let us introdu e new variables: linear fun tions
b1 ( ); :::bn ( ), where b1 ( ); :::bm ( ) is the basis of the
linear onservation laws for the initial system, and
b1 ( ); :::bm+l ( ) is the basis of the linear onservation
laws for the fast subsystem. Then bm+l+1 ( ); :::bn ( )
are fast variables, bm+1 ( ); :::bm+l ( ) are slow variables, and b1 ( ); :::bm ( ) are onstant. The quasiequilibrium manifold is given by the equations
P
f
f
& w& ( ; T ) & = 0 and for small " it serves as an
approximation to a slow manifold. In the old and
standard approa h it is assumed that system (11) as
well as system of fast rea tions satis es the thermodynami restri tions, and the quasi-equilibrium is
just a partial thermodynami equilibrium, and ould
be de ned by onditional extremum of thermodynami fun tions. This guarantees global stability of
fast subsystems and all the lassi al singular perturbation theory like Tikhonov theorem ould be
applied.
Re ently, Vora & Daoutidis (2001) took noti e
that this type of reasoning does not require lassi al thermodynami restri tions on onstants. For
example, let us onsider the mass a tion law kineti s and group the rea tions in pairs, dire t and

that is the same for all normalized initial onditions: For all ,
lim exp(Kt) = b0 ( )  :
t!1

(iii) For ea h two verti es Ai ; Aj (i 6= j ) we an nd
su h a vertex Ak that is rea hable both from
Ai and from Aj . This means that the following
stru ture exists:
Ai ! : : : ! Ak : : : Aj :
One of the paths an be degenerated: it may
be i = k or j = k.
(iv) The network has only one minimal sink (one
ergodi omponent).
The proof of this theorem ould be extra ted from
detailed books about Markov hains and networks
(Meyn (2007); Van Mieghem (2006)). In its present
form it was published by Gorban, Bykov & Yablonskii (1986) with expli it estimations of ergodi ity
oeÆ ients.
For every monomole ular kineti system, the
maximal number of independent linear onserva6

inverse rea tions. If the set of stoi hiometri ve tors for fast rea tions is linearly independent, then
for this system the detailed balan e prin iple holds
(obviously), and it demonstrates the \thermodynami behaviour" without onne tion to lassi al
thermodynami s. This ase of \stoi hiometri ally
independent fast rea tions" an be generalized for
irreversible rea tions too (Vora & Daoutidis (2001)).
For su h fast system the quasiequilbrium manifold
has the same ni e properties as for thermodynami
partial equilibrium, and approximates slow dynami s for suÆ iently small ".
There are other lasses of mass a tion law subsystems with su h a \quasi-thermodynami " behaviour, whi h depends on stru ture, but not on
onstants. For example, any system of rea tions
without intera tions has su h a property (Gorban,
Bykov, & Yablonskii
(1986)). These rea tions have
P
the form Ai ! :::: any linear rea tion are allowed, as well as rea tions like 2Ai ! Aj + Ak ,
3Ai ! Aj + Ak + Al , et . All su h fast subsystems
an serve for quasi-equilibrium approximation, beause for them dynami s is globally stable.
Quasi-equilibrium manifold approximates exponentially attra tive slow manifold and is used in
many areas of kineti s either as initial approximation for slow motion, or just by itself (more dis ussion and further referen es are presented by Gorban
& Karlin (2005)).

the same order"). We an apply the standard singular perturbation te hniques. If dynami s of fast omponents under given values of slow on entrations
is stable, then the slow attra tive manifold exists,
and its zero approximation is given by the system
of equations W f ( s ; f ) = 0. Bifur ations in fast system orrespond to riti al e e ts, in luding ignition
and explosion.
This s heme was analyzed many times with plenty
of details, examples, and some ompli ations. Exhaustive ase study of the simplest enzyme rea tion
was provided by Segel & Slemrod (1989) . For heterogenious atalyti rea tions, the book by Yablonskii, Bykov, Gorban, & Elokhin (1991) gives analysis
of s aling of fast intermediates (there are many kinds
of possible s aling). In the ontext of the Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP) approa h, Lam
(1993) and Lam & Goussis (1994) developed on ept
of the CSP radi als. Gorban & Karlin (2003, 2005)
onsidered QSS as initial approximation for slow invariant manifold. Analysis of the error of the QSS
was provided by Turanyi, Tomlin, & Pilling (1993).
The QE approximation is also extremely popular
and useful. It has simpler dynami al properties (respe ts thermodynami s, for example, and gives no
riti al e e ts in fast subsystems of losed systems).
Nevertheless, neither radi als in ombustion, nor intermediates in atalyti kineti s are, in general, lose
to quasi-equilibrium. They are just present in mu h
smaller amount, and when this amount grows, then
the QSS approximation fails.
The simplest demonstration of these two approximation gives the simple rea tion: S + E $ SE !
P + E with rea tion rate onstants k1 and k2 . The
only possible quasi-equilibrium appears when the
rst equilibrium is fast: k1 =  =". The orresponding slow variable is C s = S + SE , bE = E + SE =
onst. For the QE manifold we get a quadrati equation kk1+ SE = S E = (C s SE )(bE SE ). This
1
equation gives the expli it dependen e SE (C s ), and
the slow equation reads C_ s = k2 SE (C s ), C s +
P = bS = onst.
For the QSS approximation of this rea tion kineti s, under assumption bE  bS , we have fast intermediates E and SE . For the QSS manifold there
is a linear equation k1+ S E k1 SE k2 SE = 0,
whi h gives us the expli it expression for SE ( S ):
+
+
SE = k1 S bE =(k1 S + k1 + k2 ) (the standard
Mi haelis{Menten formula). The slow kineti s reads
_S = k1+ S (bE SE ( S ))+ k1 SE ( S ). The di eren e between the QSS and the QE in this example

2.4. Quasi Steady-State (QSS) or Fast Spe ies
The quasi steady-state (or pseudo steady state)
assumption was invented in hemistry for des ription of systems with radi als or atalysts. In the
most usual version the spe ies are split in two groups
with on entration ve tors s (\slow" or basi omponents) and f (\fast intermediates"). For atalyti
f
rea tions there is additional balan e for P
, amount
of atalyst, usually it is just a sum bf = i fi . The
amount of the fast intermediates is assumed mu h
smaller than the amount of the basi omponents,
but the rea tion rates are of the same order, or
even the same (both intermediates and slow omponents parti ipate in the same rea tions). This is the
sour e of a small parameter in the system. Let us
s ale the on entrations f and s to the ompatible
amounts. After that, the fast and slow time appear
and we ould write _s = W s ( s ; f ), _f = 1" W f ( s ; f ),
where " is small parameter, and fun tions W s ; W f
are bounded and have bounded derivatives (are \of
7

is obvious.
The terminology is not rigorous, and often QSS is
used for all singular perturbed systems, and QE is
applied only for the thermodynami ex lusion of fast
variables by the maximum entropy (or minimum of
free energy, or extremum of another relevant thermodynami fun tion) prin iple (MaxEnt). This terminologi al onvention may be onvenient. Nevertheless, without any relation to terminology, the differen e between these two types of introdu tion of a
small parameter is huge. There exists plenty of generalizations of these approa hes, whi h aim to onstru t a slow and (almost) invariant manifold, and to
approximate fast motion as well. The following referen es an give a rst impression about these methods: Method of Invariant Manifolds (MIM) (Roussel
& Fraser (1991); Gorban & Karlin (2005), Method of
Invariant Grids (MIG), a dis rete analogue of invariant manifolds (Gorban, Karlin, & Zinovyev (2004)),
Computational Singular Perturbations (CSP) (Lam
(1993); Lam & Goussis (1994); Zagaris, Kaper, &
Kaper (2004)) Intrinsi Low-Dimensional Manifolds
(ILDM) by Maas, & Pope (1992), developed further
in series of works by Bykov, Goldfarb, Gol'dshtein, &
Maas, U. (2006)), methods based on the Lyapunov
auxiliary theorem (Kazantzis & Kravaris (2006)).

Rabitz (1989); Toth, Li, Rabitz, & Tomlin (1997)),
and more general nonlinear forms of lumped onentrations are used (for example, on entration of
quasi omponents ould be rational fun tion of ).
Hut hinson & Luss (1970) studied lumpinganalysis of mixtures with many parallel rst order
rea tions. Farkas (1999) generalized these results
and hara terized those lumping s hemes whi h
preserve the kineti stru ture of the original system.
Coxson & Bis ho (1987) pla ed lumping analysis
in the linear systems theory and demonstrated the
relationships between lumpability and the on epts
of observability, ontrollability and minimal realization. Djouad & Sportisse (2002) onsidered the
lumping pro edures as eÆ ient te hniques leading
to nonsti systems and demonstrated eÆ ien y
of developed algorithm on kineti models of atmospheri hemistry. Lin, Leibovi i & Jorgensen
(2008) formulated an optimal lumping problem as
a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP)
and demonstrated that it an be eÆ iently solved
with a sto hasti optimization method, Tabu Sear h
(TS) algorithm.
The power of lumping using a time-s ale based
approa h was demonstrated by Whitehouse, Tomlin, & Pilling (2004). This omputationally heap
approa h ombines ideas of sensitivity analysis with
simple and useful grouping of spe ies with similar
lifetimes and similar topologi al properties aused
by onne tions of the spe ies in the rea tion networks. The lumped on entrations in this approa h
are simply sums of on entrations in groups. For example, spe ies with similar omposition and fun tionalities ould be lumped into one single representative spe ies (Pepiot-Desjardins & Pits h (2008)).
Lumping analysis based both on mathemati al
arguments and fundamental physi al and hemial properties of the omponents is now one of the
main tools for model redu tion in highly multi omponent systems, su h as the hydro arbon mixture
in petroleum hemistry (Zavala & Rodriguez &
Vargas-Villamil (2004)) or bio hemi al networks
in systems biology (Maria (2006)). The optimal
solution of lumping problem often requires the exhaustive sear h, and instead of them various heuristi s are used to avoid ombinatorial explosion. For
the lumping analysis of the systems biology models Dokoumetzidis & Aarons (2009) developed a
heuristi greedy sear h strategy whi h allowed them
to avoid the exhaustive sear h of proper lumped
omponents.
Pro edures of lumping analysis form a part of gen-

2.5. Lumping Analysis
Wei & Prater (1962) demonstrated that for
(pseudo)monomole ular systems there exist linear
ombinations of on entrations whi h evolve in time
independently. These linear ombinations (quasiomponents) orrespond to the left eigenve tors of
kineti matrix: if lK = l then d(l; )=dt = (l; ),
where the standard inner produ t (l; ) is on entration of a quasi omponent. They also demonstrated
how to nd these quasi omponents in a properly
organized experiment.
This observation gave rise to a question: how
to lump omponents into proper quasi omponents
to guarantee the autonomous dynami s of the
quasi omponents with appropriate a ura y. Wei
and Kuo studied onditions for exa t (Wei & Kuo
(1969)) and approximate (Kuo & Wei (1969)) lumping in monomole ular and pseudomonomole ular
systems. They demonstrated that under ertain
onditions large monomole ular system ould be
well{modelled by lower{order system.
More re ently, sensitivity analysis and Lie group
approa h were applied to lumping analysis (Li &
8

eral algebra of model building and model simpli ation transformations. Hangos & Cameron (2001)
applied formal methods of omputer s ien e and arti ial intelligen e for analysis of this algebra. In
parti ular, a formal method for de ning syntax and
semanti s of pro ess models has been proposed.
The modern systems and ontrol theory provides
eÆ ient tools for lumping{analysis. The so- alled
balan ed model redu tion was invented in late 1970s
(Moore (1981)). For a linear system a set of \target
variables" is sele ted. The dimension of the system n
is large, while the number of the target variables, for
example, inputs m and outputs p, usually satis es
m; p  n. The balan ed model redu tion problem an
be stated as follows (Guger in & Antoulas (2004)):
nd a redu ed order system su h that the following
properties are satis ed:
(i) The approximation error in the target variables is small, and there exists a global error
bound.
(ii) System properties, like stability and passivity,
are preserved.
(iii) The pro edure is omputationally eÆ ient.
In large dimensions, spe ial e orts are needed to resolve the a ura y/eÆ ien y dilemma and to nd
eÆ iently the approximate solution of the model redu tion problem (Antoulas & Sorensen (2002)).
Various methods for balan ed trun ation are developed: Lyapunov balan ing, sto hasti balan ing,
bounded real balan ing, positive real balan ing, and
frequen y weighted balan ing (Guger in & Antoulas
(2004)). Nonlinear generalizations are proposed as
well (Lall, Marsden & Glavaki (2002); Condon &
Ivanov (2004)).

IUPAC Compendium de nition a rate- ontrolling
step always exists, be ause among the ontrol fun tions generi ally exists the biggest one. On the ontrary, for the notion of limiting step that is used
in pra ti e, there exists a di eren e between systems with limiting step and systems without limiting step.
During XX entury, the on ept of the limiting
step was revised several times. First simple idea of a
\narrow pla e" (the least ondu tive step) ould be
applied without adaptation only to a simple y le
or a hain of irreversible steps that are of the rst
order (see Chap. 16 of the book Johnston (1966) or
the paper by Boyd (1978)). When resear hers try to
apply this idea in more general situations they meet
various diÆ ulties su h as:
{ Some rea tions have to be \pseudomonomole ular." Their onstants depend on on entrations
of outer omponents, and are onstant only under ondition that these outer omponents are
present in onstant on entrations, or hange sufiently slow (i.e. are present in signi antly bigger amount).
{ Even under xed or slow outer omponents onentration, the simple \narrow pla e" behaviour
ould be spoiled by bran hing or by reverse rea tions. The simplest example is given by the y le:
A1 $ A2 ! A3 ! A1 . Even if the onstant of
the last step A3 ! A1 is the smallest one, the
stationary rate may be mu h smaller than k3 b
(where b is the overall balan e of on entrations,
b = 1 + 2 + 3 ), if the onstant of the reverse
rea tion A2 ! A1 is suÆ iently big.
In a series of papers, Northrop (1981, 2001) learly
explained these diÆ ulties and suggested that the
on ept of rate{limiting step is \outmoded". Nevertheless, the main idea of limiting is so attra tive
that Northrop's arguments stimulated the sear h for
modi ation and improvement of the main on ept.
Ray (1983) proposed the use of sensitivity analysis. He onsidered y les of reversible rea tions and
suggested a de nition: The rate{limiting step in a
rea tion sequen e is that forward step for whi h a
hange of its rate onstant produ es the largest e e t
on the overall rate.
Ray's approa h was revised by Brown & Cooper
(1993) from the system ontrol analysis point of
view (see the book of Cornish-Bowden & Cardenas
(1990)). They stress again that there is no unique
rate{limiting step spe i for an enzyme, and this
step, even if it exists, depends on substrate, produ t
and e e tor on entrations.

2.6. Limiting Steps
In the IUPAC Compendium of Chemi al Terminology (2007) one an nd a de nition of limiting steps. Rate- ontrolling step (2007): \A rateontrolling (rate-determining or rate-limiting) step
in a rea tion o urring by a omposite rea tion sequen e is an elementary rea tion the rate onstant
for whi h exerts a strong e e t { stronger than that
of any other rate onstant { on the overall rate."
Let us omplement this de nition by additional
omment: usually when people are talking about
limiting step they expe t signi antly more: there
exists a rate onstant whi h exerts su h a strong effe t on the overall rate that the e e t of all other rate
onstants together is signi antly smaller. For the
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kmin , be mu h smaller than others (let it be kmin =
kn ):
ki  kmin if i 6= n :
(14)
In this ase, in linear approximation w = kn b,

Near riti al onditions the riti al simpli ation
appears, whi h is also a type of limitation, be ause
some rea tions be ome riti ally important (Yablonsky, Mareels, & Lazman (2003))
Two lassi al examples of limiting steps demonstrate us the hain of linear rea tion and the linear
atalyti y le, when they in lude a rea tion whi h
is signi antly slower, than other rea tions.
A linear hain of rea tions, A1 ! A2 ! :::An ,
with rea tion rate onstants ki (for Ai ! Ai+1 ),
gives the rst example of limiting steps. Let the
rea tion rate onstant kq be the smallest one. Then
we expe t the following behaviour of the rea tion
hain in time s ale & 1=kq : all the omponents
A1 ; :::Aq 1 transform fast into Aq , and all the omponents Aq+1 ; :::An 1 transform fast into An , only
two omponents, Aq and An are present ( on entrations of other omponents are small) , and the whole
dynami s in this time s ale an be represented by
a single rea tion Aq ! An with rea tion rate onstant kq . This pi ture be omes more exa t when kq
be omes smaller with respe t to other onstants.
The atalyti y le is one of the most important
substru tures that we study in rea tion networks. In
the redu ed form the atalyti y le is a set of linear
rea tions:
A1 ! A2 ! : : : An ! A1 :
Redu ed form means that in reality some of these
rea tion are not monomole ular and in lude some
other omponents (not from the list A1 ; : : : An ). But
in the study of the isolated y le dynami s, on entrations of these omponents are taken as onstant
and are in luded into kineti onstants of the y le
linear rea tions.
For the onstant of elementary rea tion Ai ! we
use the simpli ed notation ki be ause the produ t
of this elementary rea tion is known, it is Ai+1 for
i < n and A1 for i = n. The elementary rea tion
rate is wi = ki i , where i is the on entration of
Ai . The kineti equation is:
_i = ki 1 i 1 ki i ;
(12)
where by de nition 0 = n , k0 = kn , and w0 =
wn . In the stationary state ( _i = 0), all the wi are
equal: wi = w. This ommon rate w we all the y le
stationary rate, and
b
w
w= 1
; i= ;
(13)
1
k
+
:
:
:
i
k1
kn

!

kn
k
; and i = b n for i 6= n :
n=b 1
k
ki
i
i<n
(15)
The simplest zero order approximation for the
steady state gives
(16)
n = b; i = 0 (i 6= n):
This is trivial: all the on entration is olle ted at
the starting point of the \narrow pla e," but may be
useful as an origin point for various approximation
pro edures.
So, the stationary rate of a y le is determined
by the smallest onstant, kmin , if it is mu h smaller
than the onstants of all other rea tions (14):
w  kminb:
(17)
In that ase we say that the y le has a limiting step
with onstant kmin.
X

3. Dynami s of Catalyti

Cy le with

Limiting Step

3.1. Eigenvalues
There is signi ant di eren e between the examples of limiting steps for the hain of rea tions and
for irreversible y le. For the hain, the steady state
does not depend on nonzero rate onstants. It is just
n = b; 1 = 2 = ::: = n 1 = 0. The smallest rate
onstant kq gives the smallest positive eigenvalue,
the relaxation time is  = 1=kq . The orresponding
approximation of eigenmode (right eigenve tor) r1
has oordinates: r11 = ::: = rq1 1 = 0, rq1 = 1, rq1+1 =
::: = rn1 1 = 0, rn = 1. This exa tly orresponds to
the statement that the whole dynami s in the time
s ale & 1=kq an be represented by a single rea tion
Aq ! An with rea tion rate onstant kq . The left
eigenve tor for eigenvalue kq has approximation l1
with oordinates l11 = l21 = ::: = lq1 = 1, lq1+1 = ::: =
ln1 = 0. This ve tor provides the almost exa t lumping on time s aleP& 1=kq . Let us introdu e a new
variable lump = i li i , i.e. lump = 1 + 2 + ::: + q .
For the time s ale & 1=kq we an write lump + n 
b, d lump=dt  kq lump, d n =dt  kq lump.
In the example of a y le, we approximate the
steady state, that is, the right eigenve tor r0 for

P

where b = i i is the onserved quantity for rea tions in onstant volume. Let one of the onstants,
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Below we use expli it form of K left and right
eigenve tors. Let ve tor{ olumn ri and ve tor{row
li be right and left eigenve tors of K for eigenvalue
ki . For oordinates of these eigenve tors we use
notation rji and lji . Let us hoose a normalization
ondition rii = lii = 1. It is straightforward to he k
that rji = 0 (j < i) and lji = 0 (j > i), rji +1 =
kj rj =(kj+1 ki ) (j  i) and lji 1 = kj 1 lj =(kj 1
kj ) (j  i), and

zero eigenvalue (the left eigenve tor is known and
orresponds to the main linear balan e b: li0  1). In
the zero-order approximation, this eigenve tor has
oordinates r10 = ::: = rn0 1 = 0, rn0 = 1.
If kn =ki is small for all i < n, then the kineti
behaviour of the y le is determined by a linear hain
of n 1 rea tions A1 ! A2 ! :::An , whi h we obtain
after utting the limiting step. The
hara teristi
Qn
equation
for
an
irreversible
y
le,
( + ki )
i
=1
Qn
to the hara teristi equation for
i=1 ki = 0, tendsQ
the linear hain,  ni=11 ( + ki ) = 0, when kn ! 0.
The hara teristi equation for a y le with limiting step (kn =ki  1) has one simple zero eigenvalue
P
that orresponds to the onservation law
i =b
and n 1 nonzero eigenvalues
i = ki + Æi (i < n):
(18)
P
k
where Æi ! 0 when i<n kni ! 0.
A y le with limiting step (12) has real eigenspe trum and demonstrates monotoni relaxation without damped os illations. Of ourse, without limitation su h os illations ould exist, for example, when
all ki  k > 0, (i = 1; :::n).
The relaxation time of a stable linear system (12)
is, by de nition,  = 1= minfRe( i )g ( 6= 0). For
small kn ,   1=k , k = minfki g, (i = 1; :::n 1).
In other words, for a y le with limiting step, k is
the se ond slowest rate onstant: kmin  k  :::.

rii+m =

m
Y

ki+j

j =1 ki+j

m

Y
ki j
; lii m =
: (21)
ki
k
j =1 i j ki

1

It is onvenient to introdu e formally k0 = 0. Under
sele ted normalization ondition, the inner produ t
of eigenve tors is: li rj = Æij , where Æij is the Krone ker delta.
If the rate onstants any two onstants, ki , kj are
onne ted by relation ki  kj or ki  kj (i.e. they
are well separated), then

ki j ;
ki j
 10;; ifif kki 
(22)
ki j ki

ki j ;
i
Hen e, jlii m j  1 or jlii m j  0. To demonstrate
that also jrii+m j  1 or jrii+m j  0, we shift nominators in the produ t (21) on su h a way:

ki

mY1

ki+j
:
ki j=1 ki+j ki
Exa tly as in (22), ea h multiplier ki+kij+jki here is
either almost 1 or almost 0, and ki+mki ki is either
almost 0 or almost 1. In this zero-one asymptoti s
lii =1; lii m  1
if ki j > ki for all j = 1; : : : m; else lii m  0;
rii =1; rii+m  1
if ki+j > ki for all j = 1; : : : m 1
and ki+m < ki ; else rii+m  0:
(23)
In this asymptoti (Fig. 1), only two oordinates of
right eigenve tor ri an have nonzero values, rii = 1
and rii+m  1 where m is the rst su h positive
integer that i + m < n and ki+m < ki . Su h m
always exists be ause kn = 0. For left eigenve tor
li , lii  : : : lii q  1 and lii q j  0 where j > 0 and
q is the rst su h positive integer that i q 1 >
0 and ki q 1 < ki . It is possible that su h q does
not exist. In that ase, all lii j  1 for j  0. It
is straightforward to he k that in this asymptoti
li rj = Æij .
rii+m

3.2. Eigenve tors for Rea tion Chain and for
Catalyti Cy le with Limiting Step
Let the irreversible y le in lude a limiting step:
kn  ki (i = 1; :::; n 1) and, in addition, kn 
jki kj j (i; j = 1; :::; n 1, i 6= j ), then the eigenve tors of the kineti matrix almost oin ide with the
eigenve tors for the linear hain of rea tions A1 !
A2 ! :::An , with rea tion rate onstants ki (for
Ai ! Ai+1 ) (Gorban & Radules u (2008)).
The kineti equation for the linear hain is
_i = ki 1 i 1 ki i ;
(19)
The oeÆ ient matrix K of these equations is very
simple. It has nonzero elements only on the main
diagonal, and one position below. The eigenvalues
of K are ki (i = 1; :::n 1) and 0. The left and
right eigenve tors for 0 eigenvalue, l0 and r0 , are:
l0 = (1; 1; :::1); r0 = (0; 0; :::0; 1);
(20)
0
all oordinates of l are equal to 1, the only nonzero
oordinate of r0 is rn0 and we represent ve tor{
olumn r0 in row.
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=

ki+m

zero-one asymptoti . In other words, approximation
of the left eigenve tors provides us with almost exa t
lumping (for analysis of exa t lumping see the paper
by Li & Rabitz (1989)) .

r
1 k

<k
1

1

-1 < k

1

l

Fig. 1. Graphi al representation of eigenve tors approximation for the linear hain of rea tions with well separated
onstants. To nd the left (l) and right (r) eigenve tors for
eigenvalue k it is ne essary to delete from the hain all the
rea tions with the rate onstants < k (dashed lines) and to
nd the maximal onne ted interval, where the rea tion with
onstant k (bold arrow) is situated. The right eigenve tor r
has oordinate 1 for the vertex, whi h is the beginning of the
rea tion with onstant k, and oordinate 1 for the vertex,
whi h is end of the interval in the dire tion of rea tions. The
left eigenve tor l has oordinate 1 for the beginning of the
rea tion with onstant k and for all pre eding verti es from
the onne ted interval. All other oordinates of r and l are
zero.

4. A y li

So, to analyze asymptoti of eigenvalues and
eigenve tors for a irreversible y le, we ut the rea tion with the smallest onstant, get a linear hain,
and analyze the eigenvalues and eigenve tors for
this hain. For a general multis ale rea tion network (instead of a y le) we will ome, after some
surgery, to a y li non-bran hing rea tion networks
(instead of a linear hain).
For any network without bran hing, we an simplify the notation for the kineti onstants, by introdu ing i = kji for the only rea tion Ai ! Aj , or
i = 0, if there is no su h a rea tion. Also it is useful
to introdu e a map  on the set of verti es: (i) = j ,
if there exist rea tion Ai ! Aj , and (i) = i if there
are no outgoing rea tions from the Ai ! Aj . For
iterations of the map  we use notation q .
For an a y li non-bran hing rea tion network,
for any vertex Ai there is an eigenvalue i and
the orresponding eigenve tor. If Ai is a sink vertex,
then this eigenvalue is zero. For left and right eigenve tors of K that orrespond to Ai we use notations
li (ve tor-row) and ri (ve tor- olumn), orrespondingly.
Let us suppose that Af is a sink vertex of the
network. Its asso iated right and left eigenve tors
orresponding to the zero eigenvalue are given by:
rji = Æij ; lji = 1 if and only if q (j ) = i for some
q > 0.
For nonzero eigenvalues, right eigenve tors will be
onstru ted by re urren e starting from the vertex
Ai and moving in the dire tion of the ow. The onstru tion is in opposite dire tion for left eigenve tors.
For right eigenve tor ri only oordinates ri k (i)
(k = 0; 1; : : : i ) ould have nonzero values, and

The simplest example gives the order k1  k2 
:::  kn 1 : lii j  1 for j  0, rii = 1, rii+1  1
and all other oordinates of eigenve tors are lose to
zero. For the inverse order, k1  k2  :::  kn 1 ,
lii = 1, rii = 1, rni  1 and all other oordinates of
eigenve tors are lose to zero.
For less trivial example, let us nd the asymptoti
of left and right eigenve tors for a hain of rea tions:
5
3
4
1
2
A1 !
A2 !
A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A6 ;
where the upper index marks the order of rate onstants: k4  k5  k2  k3  k1 (ki is the rate
onstant of rea tion Ai ! :::).
For left eigenve tors, rows li , we have the following
asymptoti s:
l1  (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0); l2  (0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0);
l3  (0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0); l4  (0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0);
(24)
5
l  (0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0):
For right eigenve tors, olumns ri , we have the
following asymptoti s (we write ve tor- olumns in
rows):
r1  (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1); r2  (0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0);
r3  (0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 1); r4  (0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0); (25)
r5  (0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1):
The orresponding approximation to the general solution of the kineti equations is:
(t) = (l0 ; (0))r0 +

nX1
i=1

Non-bran hing Network: Expli it

Formulas for Eigenve tors

ri k+1 (i)

(li (0))ri exp( ki t); (26)

=

k (i)

k+1 (i)
=

where (0) is the initial on entration ve tor, and
for left and right eigenve tors li and ri we use their
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i

ri k (i)
i

=

k
Y

j (i)
j
+1

j =0  (i) i

kY1

j+1 (i)

k+1 (i) i j=0 j+1 (i)

:
i
(27)

For left eigenve tors, rows li , that orrespond to
nonzero eigenvalues we have the following asymptoti s:
l1  (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0); l2  (0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0);
l3  (0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0); l4  (0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0);
l5  (0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0); l6  (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0):
l7  (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0)
(29)
For the orresponding right eigenve tors, olumns
ri , we have the following asymptoti s (we write
ve tor- olumns in rows):
r1  (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1); r2  (0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0);
r3  (0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1); r4  (0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0);
r5  (0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 1); r6  (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0);
r7  (0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0):
(30)

<k
r

1
1

1 k

1

-1

1
l

1

1

<k

<k

Fig. 2. Graphi al representation of eigenve tors approximation for the a y li non-bran hing rea tion network with well
separated onstants ( ompare to Fig. 1). The eigenvalue k
orresponds to the rea tion Ai ! A(i) (bold arrow). To the
right from Ai are verti es Aq (i) and to the left are those
Aj , for whi h there exists su h q that q (j ) = i. The rea tions with the rate onstants < k (dashed lines) are deleted
from the network. The right and left eigenve tors ould have
nonzero oordinates only for verti es from the maximal onne ted subgraph of the presented graph, where the Ai is
situated. The right eigenve tor r has oordinate 1 for Ai
(beginning of the bold arrow), and oordinate 1 for the
vertex, whi h is the minimal in that onne ted subgraph.
The left eigenve tor l has oordinate 1 for the beginning of
the rea tion with onstant k and for all pre eding verti es
from the subgraph. All other oordinates of r and l are zero.

5. Cal ulating the Dominant System for a
Linear Multis ale Network

For left eigenve tor li oordinate lji ould have
nonzero value only if there exists su h q  0 that
q (j ) = i (this q is unique be ause the system is
a y li ):

lji

=

j

j

i

li (j)

=

qY1

k (j)

k=0 k (j )

i

:

5.1. Problem Statement
We study asymptoti al behavior of the transformation of the kineti matrix K to the normal form
along the lines ln kij = ij  when  ! 1. For almost all dire tion ve tors (ij ) (outside several hyperplanes) there exists a minimal rea tion network
whi h rea tion rate onstants are monomials of kij
Q
( ij kijfij , where fij are not obligatory positive numbers) and eigenve tors and eigenvalues approximate
the eigenve tors and eigenvalues when  ! 1 with
arbitrary high relative a ura y. We all this minimal system the dominant system. Existen e of dominant systems is proven by dire t onstru tion (this
Se .) and estimates of a ura y of approximations
(Appendix).
The dominant systems oin ide for ve tors (ij )
from some polyhedral ones. Therefore, we don't
need to study a given value of (ij ) but rather have
to build these ones together with the orrespondent dominant systems. The following formal rule
(\assumption of well separated onstants") allows
us to simplify this task: if in onstru tion of dominant systems
we need to Q
ompare two monomials,
Q
Mf = ij kijfij and Mg = ij kijgij then we an always state that either Mf  Mg or Mf  Mg and
onsider the logarithmi hyperplane Mf = Mg as a
boundary between di erent ones. At the end, we

(28)

For well separated onstants, we an write the
asymptoti representation expli itly, analogously to
(23) (Fig. 2). For left eigenve tors, lii = 1 and lji =
1 (for i 6= j ) if there exists su h q that q (j ) = i,
and d (j) > i for all d = 0; : : : q 1, else lji = 0.
For right eigenve tors, rii = 1 and ri k (i) = 1 if
k (i) < i and for all positive m < k inequality
m (i) > i holds, i.e. k is rst su h positive integer that k (i) < i (for xed point Ap we use p =
0). Ve tor ri has not more than two nonzero oordinates. It is straightforward to he k that in this
asymptoti li rj = Æij .
For example, let us nd that asymptoti for a
bran hed a y li system of rea tions:
7
5
6
2
4
1
3
A1 !
A2 !
A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A8 ; A6 !
A7 !
A4
where the upper index marks the order of rate onstants: 6 > 4 > 7 > 5 > 2 > 3 > 1 (i is
the rate onstant of rea tion Ai ! :::).
For zero eigenvalue, the left and right eigenve tors
are
l8 = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1); r8 = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1):
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Aj

Ai

k ji

Att (C1 )

Att (C2 )

Att (Cq )

C1

C2

Cq

max l {kli }

Fig. 3. Constru tion of the auxiliary rea tion network by
pruning. For every vertex, it is ne essary to leave the outgoing rea tion with maximal rea tion rate onstant. Other
rea tions should be deleted.

an join all ones with the same dominant system.
We are interested in robust asymptoti and do not
analyze dire tions (ij ) whi h belong to the boundary hyperplanes. This robust asymptoti with well
separated onstants and a y li dominant systems
is typi al be ause the ex lusive dire tion ve tors belon to a nite number of hyperplanes.
There may be other approa hes based on (i) the
Maslov dequantization and idempotent algebras
(Litvinov & Maslov (2005)), (ii) the limit of loguniform distributions in wide boxes of onstants
under some onditions (Feng, Hooshangi, Chen,
Li, Weiss, & Rabitz (2004); Gorban & Radules u
(2008)), or (iii) on onsideration of all possible orderings of all monomials with integer exponents and
onstru tion of orrespondent dominant systems
(Robbiano (1985) proved that there exists only a nal number of su h orderings and enumerated all of
them, see also the book by Greuel & P ster (2002)).
They give the same nal result but with di erent
intermediate steps.

Fig. 4. De omposition of a dis rete dynami al system.

s ribed by _ = K~ , where K~ ij = j Æij + j Æi (j) .
5.2.2. De omposition of Dis rete Dynami al
Systems on Finite Sets
Dis rete dynami al system on a nite set V =
fA1 ; A2 ; : : : An g is a semigroup 1; ; 2 ; :::, where 
is a map  : V ! V . Ai 2 V is a periodi point,
if l (Ai ) = Ai for some l > 0; else Ai is a transient point. A y le of period l is a sequen e of l
distin t periodi points A; (A); 2 (A); : : : l 1 (A)
with l (A) = A. A y le of period one onsists of
one xed point, (A) = A. Two y les, C; C 0 either
oin ide or have empty interse tion.
The set of periodi points, V p , is always
nonempty. It is a union of y les: V p = [j Cj . For
ea h point A 2 V there exist su h a positive integer
 (A) and a y le C (A) = Cj that q (A) 2 Cj for
q   (A). In that ase we say that A belongs to basin
of attra tion of y le Cj and use notation Att(Cj ) =
fA j C (A) = Cj g. Of ourse, Cj  Att(Cj ). For different y les, Att(Cj ) \ Att(Cl ) = ?. If A is periodi
point then  (A) = 0. For transient points  (A) > 0.
So, the phase spa e V is divided onto subsets
Att(Cj ) (Fig. 4). Ea h of these subsets in ludes
one y le (or a xed point, that is a y le of length
1). Sets Att(Cj ) are -invariant: (Att(Cj )) 
Att(Cj ). The set Att(Cj ) n Cj onsist of transient
points and there exists su h positive integer  that
q (Att(Cj )) = Cj if q   .
Dis rete dynami al systems on a nite sets orrespond to graphs without bran hing points. Noti e
that for the graph that represents a dis rete dynami system, attra tors are ergodi omponents,
while basins are onne ted omponents.

5.2. Auxiliary Operations
5.2.1. From Rea tion Network to Auxiliary
Dynami al System
Let us onsider a rea tion network W with a given
stru ture and xed ordering of onstants. The set of
verti es of W is A and the set of elementary rea tions
is R. Ea h rea tion from R has the form Ai ! Aj ,
Ai ; Aj 2 A. The orresponding onstant is kji . For
ea h Ai 2 A we de ne i = maxj fkji g and (i) =
arg maxj fkji g. In addition, (i) = i if kji = 0 for all
j.
The auxiliary dis rete dynami al system for the rea tion network W is the dynami al system  = W
de ned by the map  on the nite set A. The auxiliary rea tion network (Fig. 3) V = VW has the same
set of verti es A and the set of rea tions Ai ! A(i)
with rea tion onstants i . Auxiliary kineti s is de14

k ji
Ai

Aj

(to the whole glued y le) with the same onstant.
Rea tion of the third type hanges into Ai ! B with
the rate onstant renormalization: let the y le C i
be the following sequen e of rea tions A1 ! A2 !
:::Ai ! A1 , and the rea tion rate onstant for Ai !
Ai+1 is ki (ki for Ai ! A1 ). For the limiting rea tion of the y le Ci we use notation klim i . If A = Aj
and k is the rate rea tion for A ! B , then the new
rea tion Ai ! B has the rate onstant kklim i =kj .
This orresponds to a quasistationary distribution
on the y le (15). The new rate onstant is smaller
than the initial one: kklim i =kj < k, be ause klim i <
kj due to de nition of limiting onstant. The same
onstant renormalization is ne essary for rea tions
of the fourth type. These rea tions transform into
Ai ! Aj . Finally, rea tions of the fth type vanish.
After we glue all the y les (Fig. 5) of auxiliary
dynami al system in the rea tion network W , we get
W 1 . Let us assign W := W 1 , A := A1 and iterate
until we obtain an a y li network and exit. This
a y li network is a \forest" and onsists of trees
oriented from leafs to a root. The number of su h
trees oin ide with the number of xed points in the
nal network.
After gluing we an identify the rea tions, whi h
will be in luded into the dominant system. Their
onstants are the riti al parameters of the networks.
The list of these parameters, onsists of all rea tion rates of the nal a y li auxiliary network, and
of the rate onstants of the glued y les, but without their limiting steps. Some of these parameters
are rate onstants of the initial network, other have
the monomial stru ture. Other onstants and orresponding rea tions do not parti ipate in the following operations. To form the stru ture of the dominant network, we need one more pro edure.

k ji ciQS A
j
1

A

C

§
·
¨ ¦ c QS 1¸
¨ A C l
¸
© l
¹
Fig. 5. Gluing a y le with rate onstants renormalization.
QS
l are the quasistationary on entrations on the y le. After gluing, we have to leave the outgoing from A1 rea tion
with the maximal renormalized rate onstant, and delete
others.

5.3. Algorithm for Cal ulating the Dominant
System
For this general ase, the algorithm onsists of
two main pro edures: (i) y les gluing and (ii) y les
restoration and utting.
5.3.1. Cy les Gluing
Let us start from a rea tion network W with a
given stru ture and xed ordering of onstants. The
set of verti es of W is A and the set of elementary
rea tions is R.
If all attra tors of the auxiliary dynami system
W are xed points Af 1 ; Af 2 ; ::: 2 A, then the auxiliary rea tion network is a y li , and the auxiliary
kineti s approximates relaxation of the whole network W .
In general ase, let the system W have several attra tors that are not xed points, but y les
C1 ; C2 ; ::: with periods 1 ; 2 ; ::: > 1. By gluing
these y les in points, we transform the rea tion
network W into W 1 . The dynami al system W
is transformed into 1 . For these new system and
network, the onne tion 1 = W 1 persists: 1 is
the auxiliary dis rete dynami al system for W 1 .
For ea h y le, Ci , we introdu e a new vertex Ai .
The new set of verti es, A1 = A [ fA1 ; A2 ; :::g n
([i Ci ) (we delete y les Ci and add verti es Ai ).
All the rea tion A ! B from the initial set R,
(A; B 2 A) an be separated into 5 groups:
(i) both A; B 2= [i Ci ;
(ii) A 2= [i Ci , but B 2 Ci ;
(iii) A 2 Ci , but B 2= [i Ci ;
(iv) A 2 Ci , B 2 Cj , i 6= j ;
(v) A; B 2 Ci .
Rea tions from the rst group do not hange. Rea tion from the se ond group transforms into A ! Ai

5.3.2. Cy les Restoration and Cutting
We start the reverse pro ess from the glued network V m on Am . On a step ba k, from the set Am to
Am 1 and so on, some of glued y les should be restored and ut. On the qth step we build an a y li
rea tion network on Am q , the nal network is dened on the initial vertex set and approximates relaxation of W .
To make one step ba k from V m let us sele t the
verti es of Am that are glued y les from V m 1. Let
m
m orresponds
these verti es be Am
1 ; A2 ; :::. Ea h Ai
m
1
1
m
1
to a glued y le from V , Ai1 ! Am
!
i2
m
1
m
1
:::Aii ! Ai1 , of the length i . We assume that
1
m 1
the limiting steps in these y les are Am
ii ! Ai1 .
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k2
k1
A1

klim
AW

`

A2

k Aj

Ai
ki

In the simplest ase, the dominant system is determined by the ordering of onstants. But for suÆiently omplex systems we need to introdu e auxiliary elementary rea tions. They appear after y le
gluingQand have monomial rate onstants of the form
k& = i ki&i , where &i are integers, but not mandatory positive. The dominant system depends on the
pla e of these monomial values among the ordered
onstants. For systems with well separated onstants
we an also assume that ea h of these new onstants
will be well separated from other onstants (Gorban
& Radules u (2008)).

A1
k1
A2
k2
kW 1
AW
kklim / ki
Aj

Fig. 6. The main operation of the y le surgery: on a step
ba k we get a y le A1 ! ::: ! A ! A1 with the limiting
step A ! A1 and one outgoing rea tion Ai ! Aj . We
should delete the limiting step, reatta h (\re harge") the
outgoing rea tion Ai ! Aj from Ai to A and hange its
rate onstant k to the rate onstant kklim=ki . The new value
of rea tion rate onstant is always smaller than the initial
one: kklim=ki < k if klim 6= ki . For this operation only one
ondition k  ki is ne essary (k should be small with respe t
to rea tion Ai ! Ai+1 rate onstant, and an ex eed any
other rea tion rate onstant).

5.4. Example
To demonstrate a possible bran hing of des ribed
algorithm for y les surgery (gluing, restoring and
utting) with ne essity of additional orderings, let
us onsider the following system:

m
Let us substitute ea h vertex Am
i in V by i verm
1
m
1
m
1
ti es Ai1 ; Ai2 ; :::Aii and add to V m rea tions
1
m 1
m 1
Am
i1 ! Ai2 ! :::Aii (that are the y le rea tions without the limiting step) with orresponding
onstants from V m 1 .
If there exists an outgoing rea tion Am
i ! B in
m
V then we substitute it by the rea tion Amii 1 !
B with the same onstant, i.e. outgoing rea tions
Am
i ! ::: are reatta hed to the heads of the limiting
steps (Fig. 6). Let us rearrange rea tions from V m of
the form B ! Am
i . These rea tions have prototypes
in V m 1 (before the last gluing). We simply restore
m
these rea tions. If there exists a rea tion Am
i ! Aj
m
1
then we nd the prototype in V , A ! B , and
1
substitute the rea tion by Am
ii ! B with the same
m
m
onstant, as for Ai ! Aj .
After that step is performed, the verti es set is
Am 1 , but the rea tion set di ers from the rea tions
of the network V m 1 : the limiting steps of y les are
ex luded and the outgoing rea tions of glued y les
are in luded (reatta hed to the heads of the limiting
steps). To make the next step, we sele t verti es of
Am 1 that are glued y les from V m 2, substitute
these verti es by verti es of y les, delete the limiting steps, atta h outgoing rea tions to the heads
of the limiting steps, and for in oming rea tions restore their prototypes from V m 2 , and so on.
After all, we restore all the glued y les, and onstru t an a y li rea tion network on the set A. This
a y li network approximates relaxation of the network W . We all this system the dominant system
of W and use notation dom mod(W ).

1
6
2
3
4
5
A1 !
A2 !
A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A3 ; A4 !
A2 ;
(31)
(where the upper index marks the order of rate onstants). The auxiliary dis rete dynami al system for
rea tion network (31) is
1
6
2
3
4
A1 !
A2 !
A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A3 :
2
3
4
It has only one attra tor, a y le A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A3 .
This y le is not a sink for the whole network (31) be5
ause rea tion A4 !
A2 leads from that y le. After
gluing the y le into a vertex A13 we get the new net1
6
?
work A1 !
A2 !
A13 !
A2 . The rate onstant for the
1
1
rea tion A3 !A2 is k23
= k24 k35 =k54 , where kij is
the rate onstant for the rea tion Aj ! Ai in the
initial network (k35 is the y le limiting rea tion).
The new network oin ides with its auxiliary system
6
?
and has one y le, A2 !
A13 !
A2 . This y le is a sink,
hen e, we an start the ba k pro ess of y les restoring and utting. One question arises immediately:
1
whi h onstant is smaller, k32 or k23
. The smallest
of them is the limiting onstant, and the answer depends on this hoi e. Let us onsider two possibili1
1
ties separately: (1) k32 > k23
and (2) k32 < k23
.
1
(1) Let as assume that k32 > k23 . The nal auxil1
6
?
iary system after gluing y les is A1 !
A2 !
A13 !
A2 .
1?
Let us delete the limiting rea tion A3 !A2 from the
1
6
y le. We get an a y li system A1 !
A2 !
A13 . The
1
2
3
4
omponent A3 is the glued y le A3 !A4 !A5 !
A3 .
Let us restore this y le and delete the limiting
4
rea tion A5 !
A3 . We get the dominant system
1
6
2
3
A1 !A2 !A3 !
A4 !
A5 . Relaxation of this system

16

approximates relaxation of the initial network (31)
1
under additional ondition k32 > k23
.
1
(2) Let as assume now that k32 < k23
. The nal auxiliary system after gluing y les is the same,
1
6
?
A1 !
A2 !
A13 !
A2 , but the limiting step in the y le
6
is di erent, A2 !
A13 . After utting this step, we get
1
a y li system A1 !
A2 ? A13 , where the last rea tion
1
has rate onstant k23 .
The omponent A13 is the glued y le
2
3
4
A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A3 :
Let us restore this y le and delete the limiting re4
a tion A5 !
A3 . The onne tion from glued y le
1?
1
A3 !A2 with onstant k23
transforms into onne ?
1
tion A5 !A2 with the same onstant k23
.
We get the dominant system:
1
2
3
?
A1 !
A2 ; A3 !
A4 !
A5 !
A2 :
The order of onstants is now known: k21 > k43 >
1
k54 > k23
, and we an substitute the sign \?" by
2
3
4
\4": A3 !A4 !
A5 !
A2 .
1
1
For both ases, k32 > k23
(k23
= k24 k35 =k54 ) and
1
k32 < k23 it is easy to nd the eigenve tors expli itly
and to write the solution to the kineti equations in
expli it form.

A2

A1

A3

A2

A1

A2

A1

(a)

(b)

A3

A3

A2

A1
(c)

A2

A1
(d)

A3

A3

Attractors

Fig. 7. Four possible auxiliary dynami al systems for the reversible triangle of rea tions with k21 > kij for (i; j ) 6= (2; 1):
(a) k12 > k32 , k23 > k13 ; (b) k12 > k32 , k13 > k23 ; ( )
k32 > k12 , k23 > k13 ; (d) k32 > k12 , k13 > k23 . For ea h
vertex the outgoing rea tion with the largest rate onstant
is represented by the solid bold arrow, and other rea tions
are represented by the dashed arrows. The digraphs formed
by solid bold arrows are the auxiliary dis rete dynami al
systems. Attra tors of these systems are isolated in frames.

other verti es and, therefore, only four versions of
auxiliary dynami al systems for (32) (Fig. 7). Let
us analyze in detail ase (a). For the ases (b) and
( ) the details of omputations are similar. The irreversible y le (d) is even simpler and was already
dis ussed.
6.1. Auxiliary System (a): A1
k12 > k32 , k23 > k13

6. The Reversible Triangle of Rea tions

$A

2

A3 ;

6.1.1. Gluing Cy les
The attra tor is a y le (with only two verti es)
A1 $ A2 . This is not a sink, be ause two outgoing
rea tions exist: A1 ! A3 and A2 ! A3 . They are
relatively slow: k31  k21 and k32  k12 . The limiting step in this y le is A2 ! A1 with the rate onstant k12 . We have to glue the y le A1 $ A2 into
one new omponent A11 and to add a new rea tion
A11 ! A3 with the rate onstant (see Fig. 5)

In this se tion, we illustrate the analysis of dominant systems on a simple example, the reversible
triangle of rea tions.
A1 $ A2 $ A3 $ A1
(32)
This triangle appeared in many works as an ideal
obje t for a ase study. Our favorite example is the
work of Wei & Prater (1962). Now in our study the
triangle (32) is not ne essarily a losed system. We
an assume that it is a subsystem of a larger system, and any rea tion Ai ! Aj represents a rea tion of the form : : : + Ai ! Aj + : : :, where unknown
but slow omponents are substituted by dots. This
means that there are no mandatory relations between rea tion rate onstants, and six rea tion rate
onstants are arbitrary nonnegative numbers.
Let the rea tion rate onstant k21 for the rea tion
A1 ! A2 be the largest.
Let us des ribe all possible auxiliary dynami al
systems for the triangle (32). For ea h vertex, we
have to sele t the fastest outgoing rea tion. For A1 ,
it is always A1 ! A2 , be ause of our hoi e of enumeration (the higher s heme in Fig. 7). There exist
two hoi es of the fastest outgoing rea tion for two

1
k31
= maxfk32 ; k31 k12 =k21 g :
(33)
1
As a result, we get a new system, A1 $ A3 with
1
rea tion rate onstants k31
(for A11 ! A3 ) and initial
1
k23 (for A1
A3 ). This y le is a sink, be ause
it has no outgoing rea tions (the whole system is a
trivial example of a sink).

6.1.2. Dominant System
At the next step, we have to restore and ut the
y les. First y le to ut is the result of y le gluing,
A11 $ A3 . It is ne essary to delete the limiting step,
i.e. the rea tion with the smallest rate onstant. If
1
k31
> k23 , then we get A11 ! A3 . If, inverse, k23 >
1
k31 , then we obtain A11 A3 .
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A11

A2

A1
(a)

A3

A11
1
k31

k 23
A3

1
k31

A3
A11
k 23
A3

A1

k 21

A2

1
k31

7. Corre tions to Dominant Dynami s

A3

The hierar hy of systems W , W 1 , W 2 , ... an be
used for multigrid orre tion of the dominant dynami s. The simple example of multigrid approa h
gives the algorithm of steady state approximation
(Gorban & Radules u (2008)). For this purpose, on
the way up ( y le restoration and utting, Se . 5.3.2)
we al ulate distribution in restoring y les with
higher a ura y, by exa t formula (13), or in linear
approximation (15) instead of the simplest zero-one
asymptoti (16). Essentially, the way up remains the
same.
After termination of the gluing pro ess, we an
nd all steady state distributions by restoring yles in the auxiliary rea tion network V m . Let
m
m
Am
f 1 ; Af 2 ; ::: be xed points of  . The set of steady
m
states for V is the set of all distributions on the
m
set of xed points fAm
f 1 ; Af 2 ; :::g.
Let us take one of the basis distributions, m
fi = 1,
other i = 0 on V m . If the vertex Am
is
a
glued
y le,
fi
then we substitute them by all the verti es of this yle. Redistribute the on entration m
fi between the
verti es of the orresponding y le by the rule (13)
(or by an approximation). As a result, we get a set
of verti es and a distribution on this set of verti es.
If among these verti es there are glued y les, then
we repeat the pro edure of y le restoration. Terminate when there is no glued y les in the support of
the distribution.
The resulting distribution is the approximation to
a steady state of W , and the basis of steady states
for W an be approximated by this method.
For example, for the system Fig. 8 we have, rst
of all, to ompute the stationary distribution in the
y le A11 $ A3 , 11 and 3 . On the base of the general
formula for a simple y le (13) we obtain:
w
w
1
; 11 = 1 ; 3 =
:
(36)
w= 1
1
k31
k23
k1 + k23

1
if k31
! k 23

k 23
k 21
A3
A2
A1
1
if k 23 ! k31

Fig. 8. Dominant systems for ase (a) (de ned in Fig. 7)

After that, we have to restore and ut the y le
whi h was glued into the vertex A11 . This is the twoverti es y le A1 $ A2 . The limiting step for this
1
y le is A1 A2 , be ause k21  k12 . If k31
> k23 ,
then following the rule visualized by Fig. 6, we get
the dominant system A1 ! A2 ! A3 with rea tion
1
rate onstants k21 for A1 ! A2 and k31
for A2 !
1
A3 . If k23 > k31
then we obtain A1 ! A2 A3 with
rea tion rate onstants k21 for A1 ! A2 and k23 for
A2 A3 . All the pro edure is illustrated by Fig. 8.
6.1.3. Eigenvalues and Eigenve tors
The eigenvalues and the orresponding eigenve tors for dominant systems in ase (a) are represented
below in zero-one asymptoti .
1
(i) k31
> k23 ,
the dominant system A1 ! A2 ! A3 ,

0 = 0 ;
r0  (0; 0; 1) ; l0 = (1; 1; 1) ;
1  k21 ; r1  (1; 1; 0) ; l1  (1; 0; 0) ;
1
2  k31
; r2  (0; 1; 1) ; l2  (1; 1; 0) ;
(34)
1
(ii) k23 > k31
,
the dominant system A1 ! A2 A3 ,
0 = 0 ;
r0  (0; 1; 0) ; l0 = (1; 1; 1) ;
1  k21 ; r1  (1; 1; 0) ; l1  (1; 0; 0) ;
2  k23 ; r2  (0; 1; 1) ; l2  (0; 0; 1) :
(35)
1
Here, the value of k31
is given by formula (33).
Analysis of examples provided us by an important on lusion: the number of di erent dominant
systems in examples was less than the number of
all possible orderings. For many pairs of onstants
kij ; klr it is not important whi h of them is larger.
There is no need to onsider all orderings of monomials. We have to onsider only those inequalities
between onstants and monomials that appear in
the onstru tion of the dominant systems.

31

After that, we have to restore the y le glued into
A11 . This means to al ulate the on entrations of
A1 and A2 with normalization 1 + 2 = 11 . Formula
(13) gives:
1
w0
w0
w0 = 1 1 1 ; 1 =
; 2=
:
(37)
k21
k12
k21 + k12
For eigenve tors, there appear two operations of
orre tions: (i) orre tion for an a y li network
without bran hing (43), (45), and (ii) orre tions for
a y le with relatively slow outgoing rea tions (49).
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works may hange in time (this is the signi ant differen e from the linear ase) but remain relatively
simple.

These orre tions are by-produ ts of the a ura y
estimates given in Appendix.
8. Con lusion
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Appendix: Mathemati al Ba kgrounds of A ura y Estimation

Estimates for Perturbed A y li Networks

The famous Gers hgorin theorem (Mar us &
Min (1992), Varga (2004)) gives estimates of
eigenvalues. We need also estimates of eigenve tors. Below
A = (aij ) is a omplex n  n matrix,
P
Qi = j;j=6 i jaji j (sums of non-diagonal elements
in olumns).
Gers hgorin theorem (Mar us & Min (1992),
p. 146): The hara teristi roots of A lie in the losed
region GQ of the z -plane
[
GQ = GQi (GQi = fz jz aii j  Qi g: (38)
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i
Q
Areas Gi are the Gers

hgorin dis s. (The same estimate are valid for sums in rows, Pi . Here and below
we don't dupli ate the estimates.)
Gers hgorin disks GQi (i = 1; : : : n) are isolated,
if GQi \ GQj = ? for i 6= j . If disks GPi (i = 1; : : : n)
are isolated, then the spe trum of A is simple, and
ea h Gers hgorin disk GQi ontains one and only one
eigenvalue of A (Mar us & Min (1992), p. 147).
We assume that Gers hgorin disks GQi (i =
1; : : : n) are isolated: for all i; j (i 6= j )
jaii ajj j > Qi + Qj :
(39)
Let us introdu e the following notations:
Qi
ja j
" ; ij = ij ;  = max ij ;
i i jajj j
i;j;i6=j
jaii j = "i ; " = max
ja a j
gi = min ii jj ; g = min
g:
i i
j;j =
6 i jaii j
(40)
Usually, we onsider "i and ij as suÆ iently small
numbers. In ontrary, the diagonal gap g should not
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be small, (this is the gap ondition). For example, if
for any two diagonal elements aii , ajj either aii 
ajj or aii  ajj , then gi & 1 for all i.
Let i 2 GQi be the eigenvalue of A (ji a11 j <
Q1 ). Let us estimate the orresponding right eigenve tor r(i) . We take rii = 1 and for j 6= i introdu e
a (n 1)-dimensional ve tor x~i : x~ij = rji (ajj aii )
(i 6= j ). For x~i we get equation
(1 B (i) )~xi = a~i
(41)
i
where a~ is a ve tor of the non-diagonal elements
of the ith olumn of A (~aij = aij , j 6= i), and the
(n 1)  (n 1) matrix B i has matrix elements
(j; l 6= i)
 a
ajl
b(jji) = i ii ; bjl(i) =
(l 6= j ) (42)
ajj aii
all aii

Dire t use of this theorem and estimates for a kineti
matrix K in the standard basis is impossible, the
diagonal dominan e in this oordinate system is not
large, and sums of elements in olumns are zero. To
apply this theorem we need two lemmas.
Let W be a rea tion network without bran hing
(a nite dynami al system) with n verti es. Then
the number of rea tions in W is n f , where f is
the number of xed points (the verti es without outgoing rea tions). Let be the set of stoi hiometri
ve tors for W .
Lemma 1.
forms a basis in the subspa e
f j Pi i = 0g if and only if the rea tion network
W is a y li and onne ted (has only one xed
point). 
Let us onsider a general rea tion network on the
set A1 ; :::An . For stoi hiometri ve tor of rea tion
Ai ! Al we use notation li . Assume that the auxiliary dynami al system i 7! (i) for a given rea tion
network is a y li and has only one attra tor, a xed
point. For this auxiliary network, we use notation:
i = kji for the only rea tion Ai ! Aj , or i = 0.
For every rea tion of the initial network, Ai ! Al ,
a linear operators Qil an be de ned by its a tion
on the basis ve tors, (i) i :
Qil ( (i) i ) = li ; Qil ( (p) p ) = 0 for p 6= i: (46)
Lemma 2. The kineti equation for the whole
rea tion network (9) ould be transformed to the
form
0
1

Due to the Gers hgorin estimate, jb(jji) j < jajjQiaii j .
From Eq. (41) we obtain:
x~i = a~i B (i) (1 B (i) ) 1 a~i :
(43)
From this de nition and simple estimates in l1 norm,
we get the following estimate of eigenve tors.
Theorem 2. Let the Gers hgoring disks be isolated, and the diagonal gap be big enough: g > n".
Then for the ith eigenve tor of A the following uniform estimate holds:
2
jrji j  g + g(gn" n") (j 6= 1; rii = 1):  (44)
So, if the matrix A is diagonally dominant and the
diagonal gap g is big enough, then the eigenve tors
are proven to be lose to the standard basis ve tors
with expli it evaluation of a ura y.
The rst orre tion to eigenve tors is also given by
Eq. (43). If for the iteration we use the Gers hgorin
estimates for eigenvalue i  aii , then we an write
in the next approximation for eigenve tors (rii =
1; j 6= i):

rji =

ajj

aji

aii

(i)
(i)
(Bnd
(1 Bnd
) 1 a~i )j
ajj aii

X
X
d
kli A
1 +
=
Q

dt
 il (i) i i i
i
l; l6=(i) i
0

1

klj A X
= 1 +
Q
 (47)
 jl i (i) i i i
j;l (l6=(j )) j
X

0

= 1 +

1

klj A ~
Q K;
 jl
j;l (l6=(j )) j
X

where K~ is kineti matrix of the kineti equation for
the auxiliary network. 
By onstru tion of auxiliary dynami al system,
kli < i if l 6= (i), and for rea tion networks with
well separated onstants kli  i . Noti e also that
the matrix Qjl does not depend on rate onstants
values.
For matrix K~ we have the eigenbasis in expli it
form. Let us represent system (47) in this eigenbasis
of K~ . Any matrix B in this
eigenbasis has the form
P
B = (~bij ), ~bij = li Brj = qs lqi bqs rsj , where (bqs ) is
matrix B in the initial basis, li and rj are left and

(45)

(i)
where Bnd
is the non-diagonal part of B (i) : it has
the same non-diagonal elements and zeros on diagonal. There exists plenty of further simpli ations for
this iteration formula. For example, one an leave
just the rst term, that gives the rst order approximation in the power of " (  ").
To apply these estimates to an a y li network
supplemented by additional rea tions, we have to
use the eigenbasis of this a y li network (Se . 4).
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right eigenve tors of K~ (27), (28). In eigenbasis of K~
the estimates of eigenvalues and estimates of eigenve tors are mu h more eÆ ient than in original oordinates: the system is strongly diagonally dominant.
Transformation to this basis is an e e tive pre onditioning for the perturbation theory that uses auxiliary kineti s as a rst approximation to the kineti s
of the whole system.

This representation allows us to produ e useful
estimates, for example, when the unperturbed sysi j < 3"j i j under ontem is a y le, we nd jri P
dition " < 0:25, where " = "i . Formula for the
rst orre tion gives (r = i + Æri , w = ki i ):
i
X
vi
Æri = ; vi = v + w (" j "j );
ki
j =1
n
wX
v=
i("  " ):
n i=1 i i

Estimates for Perturbed Ergodi Systems

(49)

For more omplex networks, the expli it formulas
for orre tions ould be produ ed on the base of the
network graphs, similar to the steady-state formulas, presented, for example, by Yablonskii, Bykov,
Gorban, & Elokhin (1991).
So, the asymptoti analysis gives good approximation of eigenve tors and eigenvalues for kineti
matrix. The ondition number is big (unbounded)
but these estimates work even better when the onstants be ome more separated. Nevertheless, some
aution is needed: the error is proven to be small,
but the residuals (the values kKr rk for approximations of r and ) may be not small (Gorban &
Radules u (2008)).

Let us onsider a strongly onne ted network
with kineti matrix K . The orresponding kineti s is ergodi and there
exists unique normalized
P
steadyPstate i > 0, i i = 1. For ea h i we de ne
i = j kji . The number i is the iith diagonal
element of unperturbed kineti matrix K .
Let this network be perturbed by outgoing rea tions Ai ! 0. The perturbation has the \loss form":
the perturbed matrix is K diag("i i ), perturbation
of ea h diagonal element is relatively small (diag is
the diagonal matrix).
The perturbations "i i are relatively small with
respe t to i , but not obligatory small with respe t
to other rate onstants.
First, we do not assume anything about value of
"i  0 and make the following transformation.
For
P
an arbitrary normalized ve tor r (ri  0, i ri = 1)
we add to the network rea tions Ai ! Aj with rea tion rates qji = rj "i i . We use Q(r) for the kineti
matrix of this additional network. Simple algebra
gives
Q(r) + diag("i i ) = ["1 1 r; "2 2 r; :::"n n r℄
(48)
= r("1 1 ; "2 2 ; :::"n n ):
Here, in the right hand side we have a matrix, all
olumns of whi h are proportional to the ve tor r,
this is a produ t of r on the ve tor-raw of oeÆ ients.
We represent the perturbed matrix in the form K
diag("i i ) = K + Q(r) (Q(r) + diag("i i )).
Theorem 3. There exists su h normalized positive r that (K + Q(r ))r = 0. This r is an eigenve tor
of the perturbed network with the eigenvalue
P
 = i ri "i i , and, at the same time, it is a steadystate for the network with kineti matrix K + Q(r ).
To prove existen e it is suÆ ient to mention, that
for any r the network with kineti matrix K + Q(r)
has unique positive normalized steady state  (r),
whi h depends ontinuously on r. The map r 7!
 (r) has a xed point r (the Brouwer xed point
theorem). 
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